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ln Order tO make the most efficient usc of a neutron moisture meter,
it is necessary to previously obtain the cahbration curve of the meter
for the soil in an actual field.
This paper describes a prOcess of deternlination on the sphere of
ilnportance of the neutron moisture meter in vertical and horizontal
directions,  Thereafter, a method of making a calibration curve of a
surface―type neutron moisture meter is sho、vn. The or ginality of this
paper lies in the experilnental demonstration of the calibration curve
which relates the count ratio of a surface―type neutron moisture meter
with the volumetric soil moisture content for different source positions.
In order tO deter■lin  the sphere of inportance of scattering neutrons,
an attempt was made to exanline the response on a surface―type neutr
moisture meter due to a paraffin mass in vertical and horizOntal direc―
tions. As a result, the volume of the sphere of importance is assumed
to be a sphere approxiinately, and the radius of the sphere of impor―
tance is obtained as the function of the volumetric sOil moisture content.
Calibration curves of a surface―type neutron moisture heter fOr dune―
sand 、vere made under the constant soil moisture profile by the back―
scatter method and the direct trans■?ssion me hod. The results from
these experilnents 、vere shown in Table l.  It appears evident that the
direct trans■lis ion method under the 10cm or the 15cm source pOsition





















































































































いま, 計数率比CRの減衰曲線が, 体積含水量 θ
と土層の厚さZとの関数により表わされるものとす
レ
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Fig.2. Count ratio variation duc to a paraffin
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Fig.3. Count ratio variation due to
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Fig.4. Calibration curves for dune―sand of a surfactype
neutron moisture meter by the backscatter method




































































2. S HIRAZI,G.A.,and M.IsoBE 1976. Calibration







































θ=-260+31,O CR+399×10 dexp(9 38CR)
θ=-305+34 5 CR+376×10 3eXp(13.4CR)
+9.36×10 1lexp(46.6CR)
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